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Our Partners
We thank our Premier Partners
for their continued support of
the Chamber.
Successful regions require
strong leadership to
encourage investment,
skills, entrepreneurs and
brave decisions – the
elements needed to deliver a
renaissance for Aberdeen City
and Shire.
Be part of something big.

Want to learn more?
Contact
Seona Shand, head of membership
T 01224 343929
E seona.shand@agcc.co.uk

The power
of different
‘OUR people are our business’
greatest asset.’ I hear this phrase all
the time and I don’t like it for a couple
of reasons. An asset is something of
value that you own. And you don’t
own your employees. It also has too
many words. Consider this instead:
‘Our people are our business.’
Irrespective of the products you
create, the services you provide or the
amazing innovations your business
generates it is how the people you
employ work together, appreciate each
other, motivate each other and talk
about your business that determines
productivity and profitability. Even in
the most tech enabled businesses it is
how engaged the human beings that
work there are that shape its ultimate
success.

A pretty radical example from Gavin
was a company, where employees
switched off their screens between
10am and 12pm everyday (yes, two
whole hours), claiming it had become
the most productive time of the day
because it required people to have face
to face conversations, really speak with
each other.
This theme is picked up by Nicky Carnie
of Cognition Coaching on page 12
sharing how psychometric assessment
can help us appreciate the differences
within members of a team to improve
engagement and more effective
working, ultimately transforming team
performance.

One of the factors to impact employee
engagement is a sense of purpose.
Frank Whitaker, the general manager
at the Park Inn by Radisson really gets
this and in the skills partnership feature
on page 7 you can read how Frank’s
team is using purpose to demonstrate
the breadth of rewarding career
opportunities across jobs in catering,
engineering, accountancy, human
resources, law, marketing and IT in the
hospitality industry.

I couldn’t write this Viewpoint
without talking about recruitment.
We underestimate the impact of
affinity and confirmation bias, as
discussed by Dawn Brown of People
Development Coaching on page 26,
at our peril. Businesses need to be
filled with people who have different
experiences, working styles, ideas,
skills and attitudes. It enriches and
engages us and it results in higher team
performance. Employers that recognise
this are evolving their recruitment
tactics in order to tap into a much wider
candidate pool.

Recently, I was reminded by Gavin
Oattes from The Tree of Knowledge
how getting bogged down in the day
to day ‘stuff’ in our working lives really
erodes engagement. We become
serious and absorbed, completely
forgetting how energising it is to do
something different.

We’re at a point in time where there’s an
appetite to do things differently across
the region and it is generating great,
positive change. By embracing the
idea of doing things differently in our
workplaces, for our people, I believe we
can create great, positive change in our
businesses too.

Amanda McCulloch
managing director,
Thorpe Molloy Recruitment Ltd
4.
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Cruise visitors increase by almost
two thirds

Commsworld connects
with Sky
INDEPENDENT telecoms firm Commsworld has
entered into a UK-wide connectivity partnership
with Sky, allowing business users to access its
extensive network.
It follows the recent announcement that
Commsworld has become the operator of the
UK’s largest privately-owned network thanks to
Dark Fibre deals with CityFibre and Zayo.
As a result of its agreement, the firm will have
access to Wholesale Ethernet from almost 3,000
Sky Ethernet-enabled exchanges, extending
its UK footprint and adding further choice for
bringing fibre connectivity to its customers’
premises.

Silver Cloud

THE 2018 cruise season has come to a close at Aberdeen Harbour
with more than 3,000 passengers visiting the city – a 61% increase on
2017.
A total of 27 cruise trips arrived in Aberdeen between May 15 and
September 12, bringing 3,387 passengers to the established city berth.
More than a third of visitors were from the United States and they
arrived on ships including the six-star Silver Cloud II and Silver Wind.
Matt North, commercial director at Aberdeen Harbour Board, said:
“With the £350m Aberdeen Harbour expansion construction project
continuing, the future for a growing cruise market in the region looks
positive and we are pleased to already have 21 bookings for 2019, with
this likely to increase before the start of the next cruising season.
“With the South Harbour due to officially open in the summer of 2020,
we look forward to adding to our capacity, with larger vessels able to
be accommodated.”

6.

OIL & GAS UK chief executive Deirdre Michie
has warned that the sector is at a crossroads.
The organisation’s Economic Report 2018 shows
an improved landscape with reduced costs,
competitive fiscal terms, improved operational
performance and more stable oil and gas prices.
However, speaking at its launch, Ms Michie
warned about the impact of record low drilling
activity and a potentially damaging supply chain
squeeze.

A MAJOR initiative is underway
to change the perception of the
hospitality industry in the eyes of
school pupils and their parents
and highlight the range of career
opportunities which it offers.

She said investment conditions remain key to the
long-term future of the North Sea. The report
shows operating costs have halved and are now
being sustained at around $15/boe; production
is on track to be 20% higher than 2014; and more
major new projects have been sanctioned by
exploration and production companies so far this
year than the last two years combined.

VEOLIA-PETERSON Joint Venture, comprising Veolia ES UK
Limited and Peterson UK Limited, has signed a contract with the
offshore heavy lift and pipelay contractor Allseas for the provision of
dismantlement and disposal services for a major Northern North Sea
decommissioning project.

However, this recovery is yet to be felt across the
whole of the sector, and the report highlights
that only four exploration wells were spudded in
the first eight months of the year – and even with
more wells to come, total exploration activity this
year is expected to be the lowest since 1965.
The capacity of the supply chain has been
reduced in recent years, as revenues and margins
continue to be squeezed.

The strategic partnership’s main scope is for the disposal of the
steel platform’s integrated accommodation, drilling and production
topsides, which will be removed and delivered by Allseas, as a single
lift weighing around 12,600te, with the option to add the jacket
removal scope. The operations will commence at Veolia-Peterson’s
managed Dales Voe site in Shetland in 2020, with preparation works
at the site planned to start in 2019.

By 2021 there could be capacity constraints
emerging across the supply chain, as a result of
the reductions in recent years and an expected
increase in new development activity at home
and abroad. The constraints are expected to be
felt most across drilling and wells services and
within engineering and subsea sectors.

Contract win for Veolia-Peterson

Catering for
all needs

Oil and gas sector at
crossroads

“Tourism and hospitality are
growing sectors alongside
the food and drink industry
so there is a much bigger
focus on ensuring that we
have the talent pipeline
coming through from
schools, colleges and
university.”
Mary Holland,
head of skills, Aberdeen
& Grampian Chamber of
Commerce and director, DYW
North East

The mission of Developing the Young
Workforce (DYW) is to be the link
to enable schools and businesses
to engage and Mary Holland, head
of skills for Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce and director
of DYW North East Scotland, said
establishing that link for hospitality is
vital for the economic development of
the region.
Each of the 51 members of the
Aberdeen City and Shire Hotels
Association is being linked with a
nearby school to establish long term
partnerships; a successful showcase
event for parents and teachers to
highlight the careers and prospects
in hospitality will take place at the
Marcliffe Hotel and Spa in Aberdeen
on November 27. A video showcasing
people who work in hotels is being
made a part of a package of resources
to be made available to schools.

“Tourism and hospitality are growing
sectors alongside the food and drink
industry so there is a much bigger
focus on ensuring that we have the
talent pipeline coming through from
schools, colleges and university,” said
Mary.
“Part of the Skills Development
Scotland regional skills strategy is to
ensure we are supporting careers in
those alternate sectors to the energy
sector. There is a recognised shortage
of chefs in hotels and restaurants
across the region but with the
changing landscape economically
we want to highlight all the different
careers that are available. Partnerships
have already been formed with
schools, NESCol and with the
universities to make sure that the
curriculum being taught meets the
skills required when young people
come out the other end and there will
be careers and jobs to match up with
that.
“There has been a lack of profile and
the perception has been that the
hospitality sector cannot provide the
same career opportunities or pay the
7.
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Krysztof (Harlaw Academy) working with
kitchen steward Pawel

Paula (Harlaw Academy) working on reception with front office manager Rohini

same sort of money as the oil industry
could. However, many of the jobs are
highly paid and offer tremendous
opportunities.”
Steve Petrie, chair of DYW, said: “DYW
wants to make sure that everyone
in schools across the North-east of
Scotland is made aware of the brilliant
opportunities that exist in hospitality.
It is a key and core industry and we
need to make sure that young people
fully understand not just the jobs but
the career options which exist in this
sector. We are keen to engage with as
many employers as possible and make
sure they have full access to all the
schools in the North-east. One of the
big benefits is we can get them access
to all the schools in a very structured
way.”

the stigma that may exist with regard
to hospitality and really make parents
and pupils aware of the brilliant career
opportunities and of the value and the
benefit as well as the currency of an
apprenticeship.
“If you think of a job it probably
exists in construction companies and
similarly in the hospitality sector. We
have accountants, lawyers, senior
managers, marketing people, PR
people, IT people.
“We have had a great response from
employers and we have brilliant
relationships with all the schools across
the city and shire but we still have
loads to do.”
After hospitality, DYW anticipates
looking at other key sectors.

He said that just like in the construction
sector, people had misconceptions
about careers in hospitality.
“In sectors including construction,
hospitality and healthcare the
perception is that the wages are low
but they might not necessarily be.
There is a perceived stigma about long
hours but that might not necessarily
be the case. There is the perception
that they may not provide a career and
you will end up in a dead-end job and
that certainly is not the case.

“DYW wants to make sure
that everyone in schools
across the North-east of
Scotland is made aware of
the brilliant opportunities
that exist in hospitality.”
Steve Petrie,
chair, DYW

The blossoming flagship partnership
between Park Inn by Radisson and
Harlaw Academy was born from the
hotel’s desire to promote hospitality
as a first choice career. The hotel first
engaged with DYW at the start of 2017
and the partnership with Harlaw is the
outcome.
The Park Inn by Radisson is a member
of Aberdeen City & Shire Hotels
Association (ACSHA).
Association chair Gary Atkinson, said:
“During the Year of Young People
we wanted to engage with young
people across the region in a lasting
and impactful way. Working with
schools, NESCol and the universities,
we want to ensure the relevant skills
are being taught and to inspire the
next generation on the range of career
opportunities in the hospitality sector.”
A number of ACSHA hotel members
also work closely with DYW and
schools, so DYW was invited to
present to the members’ meeting
in Crathes Castle in May 2018.
Subsequently DYW engaged with
all member hotels to establish
connections with nearby schools.
“We had a long-term concern
about the future, the pipeline for our
hospitality professionals and where
they would come from,” said Park Inn

by Radisson general manager Frank
Whitaker. “We want to work with
young people and equally important,
their parents, to change the perception
of what it is like to work in this industry.
“Too many people think that if there
is nothing else you want to do you
will go and get a job in a hotel but the
reality is that hotels offer employment
for engineering, accountancy, human
resources, training and development,
significantly more than working in a
bar or cleaning in a room, important as
those jobs are.
“We wanted an opportunity to engage
with school children to make them
think of hospitality as an exciting place
to work and to consider it in equal
measure with every other career they
thought they might want to enter.”
So far almost 200 pupils have visited
the hotel for awareness sessions at
which team members talk to them
about their jobs and how much they
enjoy working in the hotel.
“We explain that we are essentially
here because you we want to make
people happy,” said Frank. “Members
of the hotel team come into the room
and do 30 seconds to one minute on
what they do and their career path
and it makes the young people realise
the potential.

Nicole (Harlaw Academy) baking with commis chef James

“We have had five pupils on placement
doing a range of activities. As well as
working in the kitchen and restaurant
they have spent time in the reservation
office, with the financial controller and
in reception.
“Gratifyingly these were pupils who
had been at the sessions earlier and
had said that not only did they want
to work in a hotel but they wanted to
come here.
“We wanted to strengthen the working
relationship with Harlaw Academy so
have signed a partnership agreement
with them. This is a long-term plan. We

“Too many people think that
if there is nothing else you
want to do you will go and
get a job in a hotel - but the
reality is that hotels offer
employment for engineering,
accountancy, human
resources, training and
development.”

want this to be sustainable and want
very much for the school and the hotel
as a business to integrate with each
other and support each other.
“This has been motivational for both
sides. The team have really bought
into inspiring young people to join the
industry because it is fun, and a great
job to have. It is the Year of Young
People, so there is no better time to
start.”
Harlaw Academy headteacher, David
Innes said: “Our young people need
to see the importance this sector
has on the whole economy and the
opportunities that are available to
them right on their doorstep. The
pupils have learned through the
partnership what skills they already
have and the dispositions they need
to develop to support themselves
moving into the world of work.”
To find out more information about
the hospitality event at the Marcliffe
on November 27, visit agcc.co.uk/
networking-events

Frank Whitaker,
general manager, 		
Park Inn by Radisson

“I think we need to remove some of
8.
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David Beattie, 					
director of finance, University of Aberdeen

Nicola Gauld, 						
finance manager and Scottish champion track runner

Working and working out can
boost your productivity
MANY of us lead busy working lives
with full diaries trying to juggle
business commitments with home
life and this is often a great excuse for
body swerving the gym.
‘Healthy body, healthy mind’ is a
popular phrase and there have been
numerous reports which highlight that
exercising more and leading a healthier
lifestyle can increase productivity in
the workplace.
Aberdeen Sports Village (ASV) is
focussed on encouraging people of all
ages to exercise more and get involved
in sport to help improve fitness and
overall lifestyle.
Many of ASV’s members manage to
fit exercise in around work and reap
the benefits of maintaining a healthy
work/life balance.
Two long-standing ASV members
agree that dedicating time to train at
the world-class facility helps them to
cope with the daily stresses of their
business life.
10.

With a head for numbers, David
Beattie, ensures that his weekly gym
sessions add up to around four or five
times a week at ASV.
Previously a footballer, then a runner,
he is now mainly a gym user but
sometimes uses the running track at
the sports village to improve his speed.
Starting work at 7am, he mainly works
out in the early evening after work and
it’s sometimes a family affair, with his
wife and two children also members
at the club. His daughter, Kim, is a
British champion in trampolining,
having secured the top podium place
in double-mini trampoline at this year’s
British Championships, so fitness is
instilled in the family.
Although it is difficult to juggle he
recognises the importance of fitting
in exercise, so he can maintain a good
routine.
He said: “Even at times when my work
life is really busy I ensure that I exercise
because I feel refreshed afterwards

with a clearer mind. Any type of
exercise helps to ease the stresses of
work and even if you can only fit in half
an hour it is worth it. I always try to do
something daily, even if it is a walk at
lunchtime or something at home.”

If there’s one thing that Nicola Gauld
doesn’t run from, it’s dedication and
commitment to her career and her
passion for her sport.
The 36-year-old from Westhill
qualified as a chartered accountant
with one of the big four and at the
same time as training for her career
she was training in track running for
Scotland and was the 1500m Scottish
Champion in 2006 and 2007.
Now focussing on road running, she
still manages to run competitively in
her sport and has since twice been
selected for Scotland.

The university has a corporate
membership and many staff use the
pool and gym at lunchtime or after
work, which David believes helps
to combat stress and encourage a
healthy work/life balance.

Training six days a week, she
previously used the running tracks at
ASV and now focuses her morning
training with strength and conditioning
sessions and uses the pool when
recovering.

He continued: “I cannot overestimate
the importance of exercise in your life
and there is no doubt that I see the
benefits of keeping fit in my day-today work life.

Nicola said: “Running and exercise is
my way of releasing tension, winding
down, relaxing and switching off after
a hardworking day. A lack of exercise
definitely impacts your work life so,

even though it can be a juggle, I fit
my training around my work by either
getting out early in the morning or
later in the evening, in between my
gym sessions. I tend to work a fortyhour week and train eight hours per
week to keep my fitness levels high.”
Training is part of Nicola’s life and if the
weather is bad, she uses the bike or
cross trainer at ASV and enjoys some
of the yoga classes at the village.
She continued: “Everything is under
one roof at ASV and it truly provides
quality facilities for all levels and age
groups. Exercise doesn’t need to take
a huge amount of time but you have
to plan in something that fits your
lifestyle and create your own goals. Do
what you can because if you are fitter,
healthier and happier all of that will
feed into your worklife.”

ASV has a state of the art gym, over
100 group exercise classes, eight lane
400m track, six lane indoor running
straight, squash courts and sports
studios. The Lifestyle Membership also
gives members access to the Aquatics
Centre, with its amazing 50m Olympic
standard pool, 25m diving pool and
two health and relaxation suites.
For more information about
memberships, contact 		
info@aberdeensportsvillage.com

Aberdeen Sports Village, which is
one of the top sporting venues in the
country, has a range of corporate and
individual lifestyle memberships which
gives access to all of the facilities.

“Of course, ASV’s facilities are superb
and whether you use the gym, tracks,
football pitches or aquatics centre, the
quality and variety is outstanding and
we are lucky to have such a worldclass facility in our city.”
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What kind of
personality are you?
Traits for each
colour type include:
Red
Getting immediate results
Competitive
Persistent
Problem-solver

Team
colours

Taking charge
Strong-willed

Yellow
Sociable
Optimistic
Enthusiastic
Persuasive
Verbally articulate

THE definition of a team is the
‘coming together of individuals
in order to achieve a common
goal’. When done right, teamwork
increases efficiency and innovation,
improves communication,
maximises output and boosts
morale by allowing individuals to
play to their unique strengths and
attributes.

“My aim is to ensure people
are working to their strengths
to achieve a better-balanced
team and, to achieve that,
people have to understand
how they are perceived.”
Nicky Carnie,
HR professional,
Cognition Coaching
12.

How often does this happen in the
teams you work with? Perhaps some
team members don’t perform as you
expect them to, maybe someone who
is valued for their expert input fails to
see the wider picture and so misses
out steps that others would expect. Or
perhaps one team member becomes
frustrated because he or she disagrees
with the approach of others.
Are you getting the most out of
everyone in your team? Are they
working as effectively as possible for
maximum productivity? Do you have
a team full of extroverts - blue sky
thinkers with lots of ideas and the drive
to push them forward, but maybe not
so good with detail? Or, is your team
more introverted and reflective and
therefore adds a completely different
dimension to your business?

If you are not sure, then understanding
the colour profile of individual
employees could reap significant
rewards for an organisation.
Ideally your team should have
a balance of personalities. HR
professional Nicky Carnie is an expert
at helping team members determine
their colour profile and supporting
them do their best for themselves and
their business.
Colour profiling was developed by
Swiss psychiatrist and psychoanalyst
Carl Jung. He devised the concept
of the colour wheel which examines
people’s preferences rather than
their skills. The idea has matured and
advanced over the last 70 years or
so, and Nicky, who set up Cognition
Coaching last year after working for
an oil major and in the third sector,
is accredited in two systems: Insight
Discovery and C-Me.
She is the only practitioner accredited
for C-Me in Scotland and the systems
enable her to work with anyone,
irrespective of their seniority.
Employees complete a questionnaire
which generates a profile highlighting
strengths and potential development
areas and their favoured ways of
communication.

“That is really important, especially
if you have people working together
who are total opposites,” said Nicky. “If
someone who is quite introverted and
likes peace and quiet has an extrovert
bounding over to their desk every day,
demanding answers right away, it can
be very difficult.
“I am usually called upon when a
company has an issue, although
sometimes an insightful linemanager
will look to see if there are ways of
helping people work better together.
“My aim is to ensure people are
working to their strengths to achieve a
betterbalanced team and, to achieve

“That is fundamental to
understanding yourself and
how your persona impacts on
others. In fact, our goal is to
support employees to adapt
their behaviours, not change
their personalities.
If you are given the tools to
understand how a person
processes information, you
have a valuable insight.”

that, people have to understand how
they are perceived.
“That is fundamental to understanding
yourself and how your persona
impacts on others. In fact, our goal
is to support employees to adapt
their behaviours, not change their
personalities.
“If you are given the tools to
understand how a person processes
information, you have a valuable
insight. You can either ‘cut them some
slack’ if they need a little more time,
or dive right in with facts, figures and
details for the employee who can
handle new knowledge at lightning
speed.
“Some managers may see this branch
of training as a discretionary spend
but it is proven to be cost effective.
If a team is working more efficiently
together then it’s a stronger team.
If that’s the case, then you’re going
to retain your staff because they are
happy, and a happy team is more
productive because every member
understands how to get the best from
their colleagues.”

Likes to help others

Green
Supportive
Encouraging
Loyal
Relaxed
Consistent
Good listener

Blue
Questioning
Conscientious
Disciplined
Precise
Deliberate
Formal
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What do you think is the most
important factor in building
the perfect workforce?
“Traditionally, a perfect workforce included hardworking, knowledgeable and
dedicated people. Today this is not enough. In this new super creative business
environment innovation is the new black. A modern workforce now needs to
add innovation to its many attributes to ensure business growth and financial
sustainability. However, building an innovative workforce is not as simple as
adding an innovation competency test to the recruitment process.
“The onus is on the business to display its innovation credentials and to adopt
and promote a culture of open innovation across the whole value chain. It needs
to provide training and support to encourage its workforce to collaborate and
share knowledge, internally and externally, to promote profitable innovation. It
is an innovative business culture that will create a perfect innovative workforce.
Innovative people will always be attracted to innovative businesses.”

Growing your
own is key 		
to success
by Sandra Sommerville,

group human resources manager,
activpayroll

Stephen Tinsley, consultant, Innovate KPI

“I automatically translate the term ‘workforce’ into ‘team.’ If a workforce can’t
work as a team, ‘perfect’ will always be a million miles away. Teamwork is the key
ingredient for me. Individuals having the skills, or ability to learn the skills to best
perform in their roles, are just the starting point of creating a perfect workforce.
There will always be expectations against individuals and their job roles but
broader potential and abilities to deliver, as part of a team is where real success
can be achieved.
“Teamwork and team composition has been deeply researched and my view
is that a diverse team who respect each other’s contribution is key to success.
Diversity in terms of cognitive thinking, individual skills, personality type,
knowledge and backgrounds all help ensure how well we innovate; make
decisions; and relate to our customer base. Solid team dynamics bring something
unique to the table and create an environment where creativity and innovation
will flourish.”
Ian Ord, director, business development, Fifth Ring

“I believe trust, communication, respect and commitment are key factors in
building the perfect workforce. Trust is a very powerful attribute to hold between
the workforce and management. Trust between management and the workforce
empowers both sides because it’s a two-way street.
“When a company believes, respects and communicates well with its workforce
it builds trust between management and staff. With these attributes solidified
all parties involved share the same vision and values of the company. The
workforce will believe in what they are doing and know it is important. This will
in turn improve productivity, ensure a high level of service, deliver companies
expectations and grow and develop the company.”
Barry Mitchell, managing director, 3Point-Procurement Limited

14.

ALL businesses have an obligation
to ensure their employees are
fully equipped to deliver in their
role by offering adequate training.
Although most companies provide
this, training often stops there,
preventing employees from
advancing in their careers due to
lack of opportunity to learn.
Of course it’s important to focus on
the day-to-day operations, however
it’s often assumed that developing and
implementing training programmes
will be costly, time consuming
and challenging to balance on top
of meeting customer demands.
Implemented correctly, training and
development can be an effective longterm investment for your company,
something that activpayroll has come
to value in recent years.
activpayroll is a global payroll
and employee mobility specialist,
headquartered in Aberdeen. We
pride ourselves on putting our people
first and understand the importance
of providing genuine opportunities
for personal development. In 2015,
after identifying a need to grow
and develop employees and future
employees, we decided to launch the
very first in-house payroll training
academy in Scotland in collaboration
with the CIPP (Chartered Institute of
Payroll Professionals).

By investing in training, organisations
are showing employees that they
are valued members of the team,
providing them with opportunities that
they would perhaps not get elsewhere.
A high level of job satisfaction will
result in low employee turnover and
increased productivity, ultimately
demonstrating improved profitability
for the entire company. We have
seen a dramatic decline in leavers
at activpayroll since introducing the
training academy, which still to this
day runs in both our Aberdeen and
Edinburgh offices.
Even the most experienced
of employees have areas for
improvement. In addressing these,
the right training can be put in place
to enhance their knowledge. Training
may also be an opportunity to identify
gaps where more attention needs to
be paid. In turn, this will benefit your
company as a whole, projects will be
completed quicker, with less assistance
and to a higher standard, ultimately
retaining customers and staying ahead
of competitors.

promotes as a company, as no sign
of training opportunities suggests
that companies have little interest
in advancing careers and may
discourage potential top recruits from
applying.
The power of appraisals, based on
technical and behavioural measures,
along with employee reviews should
not be underestimated. These give
managers the opportunity to identify
where training would be beneficial,
offer internal promotions due to
improved performance, plan for
succession key roles. Creating the right
review structure for your company
could in fact allow your employees
to grow through understanding
leadership, behaviours, their team,
roles, being self-aware and managing
people’s performance.
Ultimately, developing talent across
your business may offer a solution to a
current disconnect between employer
and employee attitudes, in this way
shaping a more harmonised corporate
culture made up of satisfied and
empowered employees.

Ongoing training will not only reduce
employee turnover but it may also
attract new talent. Offering training
will make a company more attractive
to potential employees who may
be looking to improve their skills, in
addition to joining your team. This
is something activpayroll strongly
15.
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Aberdeen and Houston
schools’ partnership
THE two largest co-educational independent
schools in Aberdeen and Houston have
partnered to offer families a smooth transition
process when relocating to and from the cities.
Robert Gordon’s College and the British
International School of Houston are working
together to enhance the experiences shared by
pupils, parents and staff. The schools are focusing
on joint educational projects and professional
learning for staff, in addition to helping with the
admissions process for children moving between
the two schools.

Andrew Derry, principal of the British International School
of Houston with Simon Mills

Inaugural Celebrate
Aberdeen awards

OEG opens Point-Noire
facility

THE work and achievements of third sector organisations
and voluntary groups across the Granite City and beyond
were recognised at the inaugural Celebrate Aberdeen
Awards.

OEG OFFSHORE has established a new facility in PointeNoire, the Republic of the Congo.

The awards shone a spotlight on the North-east’s charities,
social enterprises and voluntary groups, and the individuals
who work for and support them.
More than 460 people from the third sector and business
community attended the event at which 11 awards were
presented. Each award winner was chosen by a judging
panel from the city’s business community, local authority
and media outlets.
They were joined by representatives of the business
community from organisations sponsoring award
categories, including, Nexen Petroleum UK Ltd, CNR
International, CALA Homes, GSS Developments and
Aberdeen Harbour Board.
The winners were: Large Charity of The Year – The ARCHIE
Foundation; Small Charity of The Year – Friends of The
Neuro Ward; Social Enterprise of The Year – MeToo!; Event
of The Year – Relay For Life Peterhead; Campaign of The
Year – Benaiah, Teen Challenge; Volunteer of The Year –
Alan Chalmers, Alcohol & Drugs Action; Young Volunteer
of The Year – Dylan Henderson, Police Scotland Youth
Volunteers; Staff Member of The Year – Alastair Meek, Triple
A’s; Fundraiser of The Year – Alana Stott, Heads Together;
Corporate Partnership of The Year – BHGE and Sport
Aberdeen; Heart of The Community – Tracy Johnstone,
Charlie House.
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In working together the schools share many
values and world-class educational links including
partnerships with Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) in Boston and STEAM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and
Mathematics) teaching approaches, as well as
exceptional practice in performing arts, drama,
dance, music and art.

The new base will provide local access to OEG’s full range
of certified cargo carrying units (CCUs) to service the
Congolese oil and gas sector, and the other countries
signatory to the CEMAC (Central African Economic and
Monetary Community). The new operational location
allows OEG to further support existing customers in
Congo and other catchment countries such as Cameroon,
Equatorial Guinea, Gabon & São Tomé and Príncipe during
future regional expansion drilling campaigns and existing
infrastructure projects.

On good Form
FORM Digital, an Aberdeen-based creative
agency, has announced significant growth in the
last six months, with a dozen project wins across
a range of new industry sectors and in several
continents.
Form specialises in crafting meaningful brands
through identity, print and digital experiences
for their clients and has secured new contracts
both nationally and internationally, including;
the Glasgow Distillery Company, Black Thistle
Distillery in Brechin and the Ultimate Boats
Company in Cullen, Moray. Further afield French
fitness firm Surfletes, London-based textile
designer Petra Palumbo and UAE’s Metrol are
now on their client list.

Cameron Fraser, Mark Gordon and Kyle McKenzie

Jamie Cameron rebrand
ABERDEEN-based Jamie Cameron 3D Graphics has
undergone a comprehensive rebrand, with a new focus
on promoting a personal approach to 3D animation and
visualisation services to clients.
The move is supported by a new website outlining the
company’s updated portfolio of services.

New flights to Gdansk
THE number of weekly flights to one of Aberdeen
International Airport’s most popular destinations is to be
expanded.
From March 31 next year, Wizz Air will increase the number
of weekly flights to Gdansk from two to three, adding in an
extra Thursday flight to its Tuesday and Saturday rota.
The Hungarian airline has announced that it will operate a
new aircraft from its Gdansk base, which will facilitate the
additional weekly flight to Aberdeen International Airport.

Seaproof and Ørsted link up
BERGEN-based Seaproof Solutions, a Balmoral company,
has signed a long-term frame agreement with Danish
operator Ørsted for the development, design and
manufacture of cable protection systems (CPS) to be used
on offshore wind farms.
The companies will participate in a cooperative process
to continuously research and develop CPS designs and
processes with the agreement initially running for six years.

China move for Glencraft

Chinese training to OPITO’s
safety standard
THE largest producer of offshore crude oil and natural
gas in China, the China National Offshore Oil Corporation
(CNOOC), has become the country’s first organisation
certified to train workers to OPITO safety standards.
Its safety training facility, CNOOC Safety & Technology
Services Co. Ltd, achieved the internationally recognised
approval earlier this year and it is anticipated more than
1,000 of its personnel will be certified within the first 12
months.
OPITO CEO John McDonald said: “It is OPITO’s goal is to
see the global workforce trained to the same high quality,
common standards wherever they are operating, helping to
build a sustainable and competent workforce for today and
tomorrow. Every worker has the right to go to work and
return from work safely. Knowing the person that you work
next to has the same understanding of what to do in the
event of an incident is paramount.”

Reel and Verope tie
together

The Merida and Monarch mattresses from Glencraft’s luxury
range can now be found on display and available from
Yundelife showrooms in China.

REEL, part of the Global Energy Group, has joined
forces with Verope to provide specialised wire
rope sales and distribution. The new working
partnership has been set up to meet customer’s
demands offering the market a quality product at a
competitive price.

According to Social Enterprise, only around 13% of UK social
enterprises export to China and 20% to the South-east Asia
region. Glencraft already has an international presence, with
partnerships in countries including Canada, USA, South
Korea, China, Germany, Italy and Spain.

In support of their client requirements, Reel will also
offer a global reach service department for Verope
from its base in Aberdeen. Services will include wire
rope spooling, handling, installation, inspection,
socketing and maintenance.

SOCIAL enterprise Glencraft has founded a new
international partnership in China.
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Crandeen: a companion
is at your service
CHOOSING the right home support
for you or for a family member
is a challenge. Our diverse range
of options can help you to put
together the tailored support
package and lifestyle choice that
gives you, or your family, peace of
mind.
We know from our research that
people who need a little or a lot of
help much prefer living in their own
home but with the option of having
access to companionship and
support if they need it.
If you live by yourself, socialising
can be a challenge. Our companions
can keep you company. We can

also help you clean the house,
care for your plants and pets and
provide health care. So if you are
busy, ill, disabled, lonely or elderly,
and you’d like to have a say on the
services you receive, or shape your
lifestyle to suit you, Crandeen is the
company for you. If you need help
around the home, or want to get out
and about, or need personal care,
our companions do it all.
Also, we want you to have control
over your life and services, so you
can choose our unique subscriptionbased companionship service that
is there for you, with you on your
terms. With our subscription service
you can pick and choose a plan to
suit you.

From services aimed at enhancing
your lifestyle and giving you the
freedom to choose, such as dog
walking, personal shopping, helping
you around the home, to getting out
and about to providing specialist
personal care, Crandeen is there for
you.

Want to have control over
your life and service? Choose
our unique subscriptionbased companionship
service, there for you, with
you on your terms

Crandeen offers a new
and innovative concept
for supporting people in
their own home
Giving you the freedom to
choose such as dog walking
or a personal shopper, to
helping you get around the
home

Karen Barr, Crandeen chief executive
Karen Barr, chief executive said:
“Our subscription based, bespoke
and professional services are
fundamental to ensuring you enjoy
a care-free and enhanced lifestyle,
where you are in complete control.
Make Crandeen your service of
choice, and with the emphasis on
quality, we are at your service, for
you, with you.”

17 Victoria Street, Aberdeen
AB10 1PU
T: 01224 925151
W: www.crandeen.scot
E: info@crandeen.scot
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It’s time you learned HOW 2
Giving our
young people
a head start

THE festive period is a time for
reflection and offers the perfect time
to look at where the gaps lie in your
business. This year, forget the 12 days
of Christmas and let the Chamber help
you hit the ground running in 2019
with the 12 vital steps for business.
With digital advances, disruptive
thinkers and generational shifts
becoming increasingly impactful on
organisations, the need for making
your business stand out has never
been more important. Staying ahead
of the game requires skill, knowledge
and learning – and our inaugural HOW
2 will get you off to a flying start.

by Mary McPhail,
founder,
Preparing 4 Life

HOW 2 brings together expert
speakers from across the region
and beyond to deliver a series of
bitesize seminars aimed at equipping
businesses with key insights on a
range of practical topics that will help
maximise opportunities for growth.

THERE’s a scene in the 2009
film Aliens in the Attic where the
teenage heroes, on discovering the
said aliens, are desperately trying to
call for help. They are staying in their
grandmother’s old house so, when
they come face to face with her old
rotary phone, they have no idea how
to use it.
I found it very funny at the time but
was it really predicting the future?
Have young people lost many of the
basic skills we expect them to have?
I don’t believe young people in 2018
have any less ability or desire to learn
these life skills, they just haven’t been
taught them and have never really had
to use them. You might be wondering
what life skills I’m talking about. Things
like managing money, simple cooking,
speaking to people, washing clothes,
making sure your home’s secure.
Basic things you need to know to live
independently.
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Most young people don’t need these
until they leave home but, by then,
it’s too late and they make a lot of
mistakes. Some of these mistakes
can be devastating: getting into debt
because you don’t know the cost of an
unauthorised overdraft, having all your
electrical equipment stolen because
you didn’t lock your door, setting the
place on fire because you didn’t know
how to use the cooker properly. Just
some examples of how a lack of basic
knowledge can make life very difficult.
If you consider the stress of living on
your own for the first time, usually in
a city that you don’t know, why make
life harder? It was senior school pupils
complaining to me about the kinds
of skills they wanted to learn before
going off to college or university that
prompted me to start my business.
Young people can learn the skills
they need in fun, practical, group
workshops with their peers. If

teenagers see a reason for doing
something and you can make it fun,
then it doesn’t feel like work. There’s
no guarantee, however, they’ll not
bring their washing home to their
parents if they can get away with it.
We owe it to our young people to
prepare them for adulthood and that
includes the common sense skills that
we take for granted. They’ll still make
mistakes, we all do, but don’t we want
to give them a head start?

The one-day event will help you find
out about new ideas and skills that
will aid your business, be inspired
to conquer the business issues that
are stopping you from standing out
from your competitors; and help you
connect with business professionals
from all levels and sectors to bring
back invaluable information to your
organisation.

The programme will also cover:

There’s nothing to stop you, when 		
you know HOW 2.

Creating compelling content that
converts

Speakers include:

Guide to effective branding

Developing your PR toolkit – Hannah
Rumbles, Fifth Ring

How2 takes place from 10am to 4pm
on December 6 at the amphitheatre
in the Sir Ian Wood Building at Robert
Gordon University.

LinkedIn for business and 2019 trends Jordan Harper, Harper Scott
Storytelling to create your killer pitch –
Bob Keiller, AB15

Brexit
Disruptive leadership
Circular economy
Crowd funding
The advantages of failure
SEO and winning business online

Visit agcc.co.uk/networking-events
for full details.

Workplace dynamics and breaking
down hierarchies – Dr Tania Fahey
Palma, University of Aberdeen

Revamping your brand, improving
your leadership style, creating your
killer pitch and how to take risks that
work are just some of the topics on the
agenda.

The
conference
06. 12. 18
Get your business up to speed with 12
bitesize seminars unravelling key trends to
make your business shine in 2019.
It’s simple when you know HOW2.
Discover more at:
www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events
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activpayroll opens
South African office

Putting girls first in
everything we do

ACTIVPAYROLL has expanded its global reach
with the opening of an office in South Africa.
The decision to expand into this part of the
Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA)
region demonstrates activpayroll’s continued
commitment to investing in key locations around
the globe.

by Anna Tomlinson,

head, St Margaret’s School for Girls

THE St Margaret’s Working Open
Morning on Friday, November 23,
offers prospective families the
perfect opportunity to experience
a typical day at the school,
capturing all aspects of the hard
work, commitment and dedication
of pupils and staff, as well as the
family-friendly atmosphere of which
we are so proud.

St Margaret’s is Aberdeen’s only allgirls’ school and we pride ourselves
on the fact that we give our girls the
courage and opportunity to develop a
strong sense of self in an environment
free from stereotype or genderweighted expectation. In an all-girls’
school there is no such thing as a girl’s
subject or a boy’s subject and girls are
free to follow their own interests and
aptitudes.

As pupils go about their day-today learning, those visiting will have
a chance to find out more about
the wider curriculum and the many
opportunities afforded to the girls
outwith the classroom.

At St Margaret’s we promote and
celebrate all disciplines. Again last
year, more than 50% of our 2018
leavers went on to study STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics) subjects at university.

For more than 20 years I have taught
in Scottish girls’ schools, learning
environments quite different to my
own co-educational schooling in
Lancashire. Now, as a head teacher,
I am frequently asked about the
benefits of a single-sex school for girls.
Put simply, in an all-girls’ school we
have the advantage of being able to
design every aspect of our academic,
pastoral and extra-curricular provision
to meet the needs of girls at their
different developmental stages.
We very much look forward to
welcoming you to our school, when
you can see for yourself the many
benefits offered by an all-girls’
education at St Margaret’s.

Alison Sellar, CEO, said: “Africa is becoming a
viable place for investment and it is important
we put down roots in order to compete in this
emerging economy. We thought South Africa
was an ideal location for an office as it represents
a gateway to Africa, with excellent access to
neighbouring markets including Botswana,
Namibia and Zimbabwe.”
Jason Chidgey, regional director – Africa, said:
“To be given the opportunity to head up the
firm’s first office in my home country is really
exciting. A lot of hard work has gone into this and
I am confident that we have a professional team
ready to manage payrolls in multiple African
countries.”

EXCEED-ingly good news

Nine in a row for Stewart Milne

ABERDEEN-headquartered EXCEED Energy, a well
management and performance improvement specialist,
has secured contract wins worth more than £18m,
prompting a key appointment and a move into new
premises on Rubislaw Terrace, Aberdeen.

STEWART Milne Group has picked up its ninth consecutive
Gold Award at the 2018 Royal Society for the Prevention of
Accidents (RoSPA) Health and Safety Awards, recognising
its continued commitment to industry health and safety
standards.

Iain Scott has joined the leadership team as business
development manager from Schlumberger where he
was a global account manager. Iain will play a pivotal
role in the next development stage of the building on
the international success.

The Group is one of the UK’s leading independent home
builders and timber systems manufacturers and is committed
to improving the standard of health and safety in the
construction industry for the benefit of all.

EXCEED has also moved into new additional office
space in Rubislaw Terrace to accommodate up to 60
Aberdeen-based staff who provide global support for
over 140 project personnel. The new state-of-the-art
headquarters boasts video conference-ready meeting
rooms, dedicated meeting space for client project
teams plus communal recreational areas.

WORKING OPEN MORNING
FRIDAY 23RD NOVEMBER 2018,
9:30AM – 12:00PM, ALL WELCOME
Find your daughter’s path to success at St Margaret’s…
www.st-margaret.aberdeen.sch.uk
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Jason Chidgey

This most recent accolade highlights its rigorous approach
to occupational health and safety management systems and
a continued high level of performance and compliance with
control measures.

Equinor becomes Rosebank operator
EQUINOR has signed an agreement to acquire Chevron’s 40% operated interest in the Rosebank project, one of the largest
undeveloped fields on the UK Continental Shelf. Once concluded, the transaction will strengthen Equinor’s UK portfolio,
which includes the Mariner development, attractive exploration opportunities and three producing offshore wind farms.
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ITWORX
leading the
‘Datto Blue’
way in Scotland
ITWORX are delighted to announce
the achievement of reaching Blue
Partner status through the Datto
Global Partner Program. This
positions ITWORX as the first
IT company, headquartered in
Scotland to achieve this top tier
partnership level, while also joining
the top 5% of Datto partners
worldwide.
With statistics showing the risk of
cyber-attacks continuously rising,
ransomware protection remains
at the forefront of many business
owner’s security roadmaps.
Through our collaborative
partnership with Datto since
2011, ITWORX continue to bring

market leading BCDR technology
and solutions to the North-east
and beyond. This combined with
investment in training through
the Datto Academy and ITWORX
Training Program, our team of
highly skilled engineers work closely
with the Datto team in supporting
business across the North-east,
EMEA and USA through our
managed back-up service and Datto
Total Protection Platform.
Philip Mowatt, director said: “It was
imperative to continue to further
strengthen ITWORX competency
and expertise in business continuity
and disaster recovery to ensure all
our clients remain protected with
optimum data recovery solutions.

Our clients can now benefit from
ITWORX access to Datto VIP
technical support team. In one call
to the ITWORX service desk, our
engineers can have your business
systems back up and running
in significantly less time than
traditional methods, resulting in
minimal downtime and commercial
impact in the unfortunate event of
an attack”
For more information on ITWORX,
please contact
enquiries@itworxuk.com

ITWORX appoint
new systems
engineer
ITWORX are pleased to announce
the addition of Luke Grimbley to
the technical services team. Luke
has 7 years experience in the IT
sector along with multiple industry
qualifications and specialisms.
Investment in people and Talent
Management remains a key focus
for ITWORX, as the company
continues to strengthen resource
and expand the team as part of the
longer-term strategy.

one contact point for all your IT needs
T: 01224 518500
E: enquiries@itworx.co.uk
w: www.itworxuk.com
IT SUPPORT TELEPHONY SECURITY WIRELESS VIRTUALISATION CLOUD
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Reap the
benefits
by Steve Clark,

regional business manager –
north Scotland,
Xeretec

COMMITTING to a student
mentoring scheme can have a
huge impact on your personal and
professional development and, as a
business, we have invested time in
the national scheme, Career Ready
to help grow future North-east
talent, which is a win-win for both
the business and the individual.
To help the students develop their
skills for leaving school, the structured
programme is designed for pupils
in fifth (S5) and sixth (S6) year and
consists of: masterclasses, monthly
workplace visits, mentoring and a
four-week internship over the summer,
which is supported by the experts in
education and employability at Career
Ready.
This is my second-year mentoring
local pupil, Megan Deans, who is 17
years old and attends Hazlehead
Academy. Once a month, over a twoyear period, we meet and Megan is
learning key skills in communication,
how to interact with others in a
professional environment and receives
valuable tips for the future. This helps
her understand what is ahead when
she enters the work place and how
her personality will adapt to different
situations, thus providing her with
awareness, practical experience and
confidence.

I have a busy day-to-day role with
Xeretec which has four offices in
Scotland and thousands of clients
across the north but I find the time I
spend with Megan really rewarding for
my personal development.
I have learnt key skills over my working
career and these will benefit Megan
immensely when she enters into the
working world. I recall when I was at
school there was very little emphasis
on what to expect when you start
employment. That memory will stay
with me forever; I was somewhat
overwhelmed as it was immensely
different to what I had experienced
through education. The culture shock
is the main reason I support this
mentoring programme, as it allows me
to pass on my knowledge and skills
but at the same time I also improve
my own presenting, coaching and
management skills.

In addition to meeting monthly, Megan
completed a four-week paid student
internship over the summer at Xeretec
to gain valuable work experience and
convert her academic knowledge into
workplace skills. In the second year,
I am supporting Megan in choosing
her career path after leaving school,
helping complete job applications,
preparing applications for college or
university, writing a CV and preparing
for interviews.
By investing in a little time you can
make an impact on a young person’s
future by becoming involved in this
programme and help nourish the
future talent of the North-east. If you
are interested in finding out more
information on Career Ready and the
programme visit www.careerready.
org.uk

I would highly recommend this
programme to other businesses. It
pushes you outside your comfort
zone and at the same time it’s an
enjoyable experience, with benefits
to the student, the professional and
the organisation. The team at Career
Ready are a delight to work with and
they will match the mentee with the
mentor based on their experience.
My background is in graphic design
and print and Megan is interested in
marketing and public relations as a
future career.
25.
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Recruit to suit
THERE was a time when sending
a new colleague to collect a jar of
elbow grease, a tin of tartan paint
or to wait for a long stand was
regarded as a bit of a laugh.
Not now, however, because times have
changed and what we can say today in
the workplace is completely different
to what we might have been able to
say 20 years ago, or even five years
ago, according to Dawn Brown, an
HR professional with experience of all
aspects of people management.

“The thing we used to have
regularly - office or shop-floor
‘banter’ - now represents
many risks to a business
because people may take
offence from sayings and
statements that were once
seen as just a joke.”
Dawn Brown, 			
founder and director,
People Development Coaching
26.

“The thing we used to have regularly
- office or shop-floor ‘banter’ - now
represents many risks to a business
because people may take offence
from sayings and statements that
were once seen as just a joke,” said
Dawn, founder and director of People
Development Coaching.
“We don’t want to make people scared
to speak in the office or on the shopfloor but education and awareness is
needed. A simple remark, comment
or statement interpreted wrongly or
taken out of context has the potential

to enable someone to raise a grievance
or even pursue a claim against their
employer. Even if the situation doesn’t
end up at an employment tribunal
it takes time to facilitate and this
can represent a significant cost to a
business. It’s not just the cost of time
but the cost of morale and reputation
that employers need to consider.
“Legislation allows people to raise
complaints in ways today that surprise
many. For example, even if the person
to whom a remark is made doesn’t
find it offensive someone else might
hear it, think it inappropriate or racial
and complain.”
Dawn said that one area which
requires particular care in today’s
business world is unconscious bias.
This happens when people allow their
attitudes, feelings, stereotypes or
beliefs to impact on their judgement
or understanding of other people.
As a result, businesses may fail to
maximise their diversity and could
even end up facing discrimination
challenges.

“Diversity covers everything,” she
said, “not just gender and age but
experiences, cultural backgrounds…
why we are all different. Unconscious
bias could prevent you from
employing people who might be
very good for your business. There
is affinity bias when we look for
similarities to ourselves because we
tend to automatically assume we
will get on with someone who has
many similar interests and a common
understanding.

“Legislation allows people
to raise complaints in ways
today that surprise many. For
example, even if the person
to whom a remark is made
doesn’t find it offensive
someone else might hear it
think it inappropriate or racial
and complain.”

“It is said that we judge people within
a few seconds of meeting them
and in the recruitment process we
have to make sure we are not being
driven by that instant opinion. That
is confirmation bias because we
are always looking to reinforce our
preconceptions.
“The halo effect is where someone
might have done one really good
project or task which, perhaps in
recruitment or an appraisal, is blinding.
The last month might have been
really good and we forget that in the
previous months there might have
been challenges and the person has
failed to deliver good results.
“The horns effect is the opposite and
we become totally fixated on one
really negative aspect and allow it to
overshadow everything.
“What we have to do is help people
understand that they have to look at
things from a wider perspective and
avoid unconscious bias. Key is for the
business to avoid finding itself with
legislative problems or disgruntled
employees.

“What we have to do is help
people understand that they
have to look at things from a
wider perspective and avoid
unconscious bias. Key is for
the business to avoid finding
itself with legislative problems
or disgruntled employees.”
“Good practice should facilitate
all in the business feeling they are
being treated fairly, equally and with
dignity and respect. All this facilitates
recruiting the right people for the
right roles and goes a long towards
them being happy and healthy and
wanting to stay in the company. No
business is immune from complaints or
grievances being raised however the
good employer is continually working
towards ensuring the number raised is
small.
“As is often said a happy workforce is
a more productive workforce which
leads to numerous benefits.” 
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It’s a double for Infinity
A FAST growing Aberdeen-based accountancy
and business advisory firm has landed two
national awards.
Infinity Partnership won Small Practice of the
Year at the 2018 Accounting Excellence Awards.
The company’s managing partner, Simon Cowie,
was presented with the award by TV personality
and Countdown co-presenter Rachel Riley in
London.
The company went on to win at the British
Accountancy Awards for the fourth year in a
row. It was named 2018 Independent Firm of
the Year (Scotland, Northern Ireland and North
England) for the third time in four years at the
awards ceremony in London. The firm landed
the regional honour last year and in 2015, with
managing director Simon Cowie winning Partner
of the Year in 2016.
The latest awards success follows on from
Infinity’s seven-figure investment in offices in
the West End of the city in May. Infinity now has
a team of 20. Since 2011, Infinity has completed
more than 80 merger and acquisition deals
worth over £325m.

The future of cities
AT THE other end of the recruitment
cycle, what should you do if you
are asked for a reference by an
employee or another business?
Three key questions are: Must one be
provided? What should it say? How
can you avoid claims for defamation or
negligence if you provide one?
“There is generally no obligation in law
to provide a reference either for an
ex-employee or an existing employee,”
said Simon Allison, an employment law
partner with Blackadders LLP.
“Unless you have a formal signed
settlement agreement which requires
you to give an agreed form of wording
or unless you have a statutory duty
to provide a reference to a regulator
(including the General Teaching
Council for Scotland, General Medical
Council, Nursing and Midwifery
Council, Scottish Social Service
Council), you can simply file the
request under ‘B’ – in the bin.
“You should, however act consistently
with all ex-employees. If you do
choose to provide a reference,
remember that you owe a duty of
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care to both the ex-employee and the
prospective employer and it cannot be
inaccurate or misleading.
“For example, a reference for Lady
Gaga stating: ’Gaga has never had
a day off sick in her life,’ would be
factually inaccurate. Who remembers
the cancelled concerts earlier this
year?
“By comparison: ‘You should hear
Gaga sing live. Her backing singers
were brilliant and her staging was
awesome. She is an amazing woman,’
may be misleading. Does this
reference suggest that Lady Gaga is a
great singer? It just asks the question
whether you have heard her sing live.
It does not comment on her singing
ability.
“If a reference is either inaccurate
or misleading, you may be sued
for defamation or negligence. It is
becoming more normal for employers
to provide very factual references
stating the employee’s start and
end date, job title and list of duties.
If you do choose to provide a more
comprehensive reference you may
want to include the employee’s

performance in the job, disciplinary
record, honesty, time keeping, absence
record and reason for leaving. You
should also take care when making
negative comments about an exemployee who suffers from a disability
as you may find yourself facing a claim
for discrimination.”
Simon said that to future-proof a
business against claims for defamation
or negligence an employer may want
to implement a policy which states
which employees can give a reference.
“You may also want to make
employees aware that, if they do
choose to give a personal reference
to a colleague or ex-colleague, it
should not be on headed notepaper
so that the business cannot be held
responsible for its content.
“I occasionally like Ronan Keating’s
music. However, his lyrics are even
better. If you can’t say anything
positive about an ex-employee, as
Ronan once said: ‘You say it best,
when you say nothing at all.’

CBRE has released Our Cities, Knowledge for the Future, a
thought-provoking project on how British cities might look
and feel in 20 years’ time. The research casts new light on
the kaleidoscopic complexity of the future city.
The project examines what will make a successful city
through a collection of over 80 separate articles with
insights on areas such as diversity, culture and sport, the
economy, sustainability, governance, health, transport and
placemaking. In doing so it identifies innovation, culture, and
governance as being crucial to the success of British cities.
Miller Mathieson, managing director of CBRE Scotland and
Northern Ireland, said: “Our research shows that the future
of our cities will be influenced by an immense range of
factors and the inherent uncertainty of forecasting means
that it’s not yet known what the future city entails. This
research therefore attempts to present the evidence on a
variety of plausible cases.
“So by 2040, many individual improvements will be made
and many neighbourhoods have been transformed. The
cities that do best will be the ones that focus on vibrant
innovation, a rich culture and strong governance.”

Simon Cowie

Search for tech pioneers
gets underway
THE Oil & Gas Technology Centre’s TechX Pioneers
programme has been launched for the second year.
The unique accelerator and incubator programme, backed
by more than 120 industry partners and mentors, will
support a select group of start-up technology developers
to take their solutions to the oil and gas market faster.
Applications are open for the Pioneer programme which
will provide up to £100,000 for start-up new technology
ideas with no equity or payback, as well as the developers
retaining all intellectual property.
David Millar, TechX director said: “The first year of the TechX
Pioneer programme was a huge success with our cohort of
10 start-ups. We are delighted to be opening applications
once again to see what technology ideas are put forward
and who our next cohort of start-ups starting the 16-week
intensive programme next Spring will be.”
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Fully flexible
and 100% online
Take the next step without the need for a career break with an
online Masters degree from Aberdeen Business School.
Postgraduate loans available for selected courses via SAAS
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Partnering
with business
to deliver
innovative
work-based
learning

ROBERT Gordon University (RGU)
continues to lead the way in workbased learning, taking the university
to the workplace with a suite of
graduate apprenticeships.

-

MSc Accounting and Finance
Professional Top Up

-

MSc Procurement and Supply Chain
Management

-

MSc Health, Safety and Risk
Management

-

MSc Quality Management

-

MBA Master of Business Administration

-

MBA Oil and Gas Management

-

MSc Project Management

APPLY NOW FOR COURSES STARTING IN JANUARY

www.rgu.ac.uk/january

Graduate apprenticeships have been
developed by Skills Development
Scotland (SDS) in partnership
with employers, universities and
professional bodies to provide workbased learning degrees, creating
stronger links between industry and
education, and increasing graduate
employability skills.
Following the successful launch of the
two inaugural courses, IT Management
for Business and Software
Development for Business last year,
RGU was awarded a further 135
fully-funded graduate apprenticeship
places spread across a range of
disciplines including construction,
engineering, business management
and IT which all started in September.
Professor John Harper, principal at
RGU, said: “RGU has a history of close
partnership with employers and is

proud to have a portfolio of courses
which develop high level, professional,
skills to meet the needs of students
and industry.
“RGU’s approach to graduate
apprenticeships takes this one step
further – shifting the university into
the workplace – and, through this,
extending access to degree-level
study and recognising the value and
importance of work-based learning.
“We are particularly delighted to be
partnering with companies across
the North-east and more widely who
have joined us to co-develop and
support this new model of learning.
As a transformational initiative, all
involved can be rightly proud of
the opportunities being created for
learners and businesses.

Graduate apprenticeships were
designed in response to demand, with
the aim of addressing national skills
shortages in key areas, such as digital
technology, and to enable employers
to shape their workforce in line with
business demands while offering a
high value, low cost option to retain
and upskill staff.
Professor Harper continued: “We
are very proud to be leading this
programme with our employer
partners and are fully committed to
making sure our graduates are as
prepared for the workplace and for
their future as they can be.”
Further information regarding RGU’s
work in this area can be found at:
https://www.rgu.ac.uk/businessinnovation/graduate-apprenticeships

“This partnering has been
underpinned by RGU’s commitment
to fully recognise learning which
takes place in the workplace, offering
flexibility in our approach, to enable
companies of all sizes and shapes to
engage and secure benefit.”
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Above all,
building
organisational
agility is
a human
interest story

Adapting to
change
by Andrew McCallum,

managing director of Aspect
Reputation Management and
Chamber policy and government
affairs advisor

by Lesley Fordyce,

managing director,
Anderson Anderson & Brown Consulting Limited
‘INTELLIGENCE is the ability to
adapt to change.’ The words of
Professor Stephen Hawking, one
of the greatest scientists of our
time, who died of a degenerative
neurological disease earlier this year.

Sky illustrates a technically possible
but challenging pathway for society
to achieve the goals of the Paris
Agreement, consistent with limiting the
global average temperature rise to well
below 2°C from pre-industrial levels.

In a posthumously published book
called Brief Answers To The Big
Questions, which hit the shelves last
week, Prof Hawking had one final
thought for humanity: If the robots
don’t get us, climate change will.

It shows a transformation to a lowercarbon energy system and relies on
a complex combination of mutually
reinforcing actions by society, markets
and governments. The changes
amount to re-wiring the global
economy in just 50 years.

We’re certainly living through a period
of rapid technological change. A
time when the line between human
endeavour and artificial intelligence is
becoming ever more blurred; and the
man-machine relationship is evolving
like never before.
Robots aside, I think Prof Hawking’s
somewhat tongue-in-cheek comment
was actually a stark warning about
inaction on tackling climate change but do we really know what it’s going
to take to meet targets set out in the
Paris Agreement?
Shell has been thinking about this.
It recently published its Sky energy
system scenario, adding to its previous
scenarios mountains and oceans. I
chaired a business breakfast earlier
last month with the man responsible,
Jeremy Bentham, head of Shell
Scenarios.

Sky enables global emissions to peak
around 2025 and then decline rapidly,
with fossil fuel use declining from over
80% of total primary energy today to
less than 25% by 2070.
It sees gas as a transition fuel until
the 2050s when wind and solar
deployment gathers pace. It forecasts
global electricity generation to reach
nearly five times today’s levels and for
all new passenger vehicles sold to be
electric by 2050.
By any measure Sky requires change
on a massive global scale. It’s not
about one action versus another. It’s
about doing everything possible to
completely transform our energy
system – how we live and work – and
doing it fast.

There was one consistent theme
during this fascinating business
breakfast: behavioural change. It is
clear that Sky requires leadership from
every country and at every level of
society. Our ability to effect and adapt
to change will determine our ultimate
success.
The same is true at a regional level in
the North-east of Scotland.
Whether it’s building on the efficiency
gains made during the downturn in the
oil and gas industry, using the AWPR
as the catalyst to redesign our regional
transport strategy or leveraging the
rollout of fibre broadband to transform
digital connectivity across region.
We must demonstrate the ability to
adapt to change.

ONE of the key areas we at AAB
Consulting Limited are focusing on
with our clients is organisational
agility. Increasingly, organisations
are facing disruption on an
unprecedented scale – customer
expectations are changing and we
need to be able to react quickly and
definitively. Industries have been
turned on their heads by advances
in technology and the availability of
data – there is no option to hunker
down and hope that you ‘survive’ –
you won’t. Disruption causes chaos
and chaos demands agility.
Organisations in public, private
and third sectors need to adapt at
pace to changing demographic,
social, technological and economic
conditions. Sometimes the change is
driven by new technology that enables
new ways of working or market forces
when a new disruptive entrant enters
the landscape but increasingly it is
driven by users – demanding different,
better, faster services and new
products.

• An actionable business strategy that
charts the bold decisions required
to create the new order of things.
Ask yourself how bold you and your
organisation is being with the big
challenges you know you are facing
but don’t like to talk about. Are you
doing the easy thing or the right
thing?
• The design and development of
new products and services from the
perspective of users. Nothing new
here you may say but the important
step is embracing the energy created
at this stage to wrap the organisation
around the new not the old. Reflect
on the products and services you use
every day. How does it feel to you as
a user?

so that they can grow and become
self-sufficient. How often have you
seen great initiative falter as they
try to do too much or don’t build
capability / capacity into team to
deliver?
• Use the new data and insights
available to you to secure the
assurance you need regarding
delivery. Importantly, harness the
sense of ‘team’ and the pride and
confidence that has come from good
delivery to go on and do more.
So, that is – at its most simple level the importance of the human interest
story in organisational agility. Please
get in touch, I would love to hear your
thoughts and any comments.
Drop me an email at 			
lesley.fordyce@aabconsulting.uk

• Delivering change without any
drama - focus on early and
incremental delivery of change that
is accompanied by an increase in
capability and confidence in teams

The correct formula for your business
ANDERSON
ANDERSON
& BROWN LLP
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So what does agility look like and what
are the people aspects that are so
important at each stage?

AUDIT & ACCOUNTING • TAXATION • CORPORATE FINANCE • PAYROLL & EMPLOYMENT TAXES
CONSULTING • OUTSOURCING • GLOBAL MOBILITY • WEALTH MANAGEMENT
t: +44(0)1224 625111 • accountants@aab.uk • www.aab.uk
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Concerns Grand Aura can treat:
Acne/spots
Age spots
Blackheads
Crows feet
Double chin
Dull skin
Excess hair

Winter skin
survival guide
WINTER can be really tough on your
skin. For a lot of people, the winter
months can be more than cold and
long, they also can bring dry, itchy
skin and other skin problems.
During the winter, most people find
that their skin gets drier. This is partly
due to the winter weather - cold air
and winds dry out the skin. It is also
partly due to the things people do
to cope with winter, such as turning
up the heat and taking hot baths or
showers.
As soon as the temperature starts to
drop in the Autumn it’s time to make a
few changes to your skin care regime.
Good winter skin care means changes
to the way you clean, moisturise and
protect your skin, as well as to your
diet, lifestyle and environment.
Bathing:
It might seem that a hot bath would
help keep your skin moist but hot
water dries out the skin. Use lukewarm
water instead. Spending a long time in
the bath or shower can also make your
skin drier. Try to limit yourself to 10
minutes and use a cleanser that is free
of soap and alcohol - soap, alcoholbased cleansers and bubble bath can
make your skin drier by removing the
protective lipids or oils that help your
skin hold onto moisture. You may want
to try using a bath or shower gel to
help with dry skin.
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Forehead lines
Hair loss
Ingrown hairs
Jowls
Laughter lines
Lumps and bumps
Millia
Moles

Moisturising:

Lifestyle:

Neck lines

Moisturising is a critical step in winter
skin care. After your bath or shower,
pat your skin dry with a towel and
apply moisturiser immediately. This
way, the moisturiser helps hold
moisture in the skin. Moisturiser will
also help protect your skin from
moisture loss during the day. The
choice of moisturiser will depend on
your skin type. For more oily skin,
an oil-free, non-comedogenic (not
causing blemishes) lotion can be used.
For drier skin, a cream, which contains
more lipids or oils and moisturising
agents. Some areas of the skin, such as
hands, feet, elbows, nose and lips, are
more prone to dryness and may need
extra attention. Carry around a small
tube of moisturiser and lip balm to give
a quick moisture boost throughout the
day.

The healthier you are, the healthier
your skin will be. In the winter, you
may not feel as thirsty but you still
need plenty of water each day to
stay hydrated. Keep a water bottle
on hand or nearby at home and work
to help you get enough fluid. You will
need to drink water throughout the
day, not just at meals. Eat a balanced
diet that includes plenty of fruits and
vegetables as well as non-saturated
fats (such as fish oils). Other lifestyle
changes that will help your skin include
quitting smoking, limiting your use of
alcohol and getting aerobic exercise
for at least 30 minutes per day most
days of the week. You need to eat
well, drink plenty water and exercise to
keep your skin in good health.

Nose to mouth lines

Finally, as always, make sure you wear
your SPF every day.

Tired eyes

At home:
Although cold air dries the skin, the hot
dry air that comes from indoor heating
can also be a culprit.
If you don’t have a climate meter
(a device that tells you what the
temperature and humidity is in your
home), consider getting one. If your
home is dry, you may want to invest
in a humidifier. If this is not an option,
you can also try boiling some water or
putting a pot of water on the radiator
to increase the moisture in the air.

Grand Aura Skin and Wellbeing Clinic
Grand Aura are the skin experts. They
are the North-east’s first and only
dedicated aesthetic dermatology
clinic, owned by world renowned
dermatologist and skin cancer surgeon
Dr Sanjay Rajpara, along with his
partner local business woman Karen
Arthur. With a team of doctors and
experienced practitioners they offer
solutions to a vast range of skin
concerns. Grand Aura are also laser
specialist with over 30 years combined
laser experience in the team and the
industry leading laser technology.

Pigmentation
Redness
Rosacea
Sagging skin (face)
Sagging skin (body)
Scarring
Skin tags
Stretch marks
Sun damage
Sweating
Thin lips
Thread veins
Verrucas/warts
Weak chin
White spots
Grand Aura are also striving to raise
awareness of skin health within the
community, having worked with
several local businesses to offer free
skin assessments or mole checks to
their staff. If you would be interested
in a free drop in skin clinic for
your staff contact 			
marianne.pratt@grandaura.com
For more information visit
www.grandaura.com or 			
call 01224 639100
Karen Arthur and Dr Rajpara
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13

November

218
courses

run by the Chamber

13 Tue
1 day

Presentation Skills
Deliver a dynamic and motivational presentation confidently

14 Wed
1 day

Essential Supervisory Skills
Bridge the gap between doing and supervising

14-15
2 days

Advanced Management Skills
Grow as a manager and improve team performance

15 Thu
1 day

Communication and Interpersonal Skills
Develop techniques to positively influence

different
subjects
Attended by

1,250

delegates

28 Wed
1 day

Resilience Survive and Thrive
Explore the benefits of managing stress

28 Wed
1 day

Personal Effectiveness
Improve self management

28 Wed
1 day

Negotiating and Influencing Skills
Learn the tactics and skills that lead to success

29 Thu
1 day

Stakeholder Engagement and Relationship Management
How to identify and engage to build effective and lasting
relationships

Inward and Outward Processing
Understand the methods of claiming relief from customs duties

19 Mon
1 day

Performance Management
Plan and conduct individual performance goals

29 Thu
1/2 day

Commodity Coding System for International Trade
Guidance through the process and the paperwork involved

20 Tue
1 day

Customer Service Excellence
Excel at customer service internal as well as external

29 Tue
1/2 day

Preference and Rules of Origin
Understand the calculations on duty

21 Wed
1 day

Boost your Sales Success
Maximise to attract new business and open new doors

21 Wed
1 day

Time Management
Identify time wasting activities and manage time more effectively

22 Thu
1 day

Winning More Bids
Produce professional proposals/tenders that stand out from
your competition

27 Tue
1 day

Finance the Basics
Develop a broad understanding of business finance

27 Tue
1 day

27 Tue
1 day

December
3 Mon
1/2 day

Understanding Oil & Gas
The basics of oil and gas production and processing

4 Tue
1 day

Project Management – The Fundamentals
Understand the principles of project management and the
complexities of scale

5-6
2 days

Essential Management Skills
Become equipped with the knowledge and skills required as a
manager

Marketing 101
Learn to develop a successful integrated marketing campaign

5-6
2 days

Finance for Non-Finance Managers
Gain an understanding of many aspects of finance and how it
impacts business

Export Documentation Explained
Understand what is involved to save time and money

11 Tue
1/2 day

INCO Terms
Understand the International Commercial terms (INCO) for
buyers and sellers

For more information
Susan Staniforth,
training team leader
T 01224 343917 E training@agcc.co.uk
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Taking Notes and Minutes
Record meetings effectively and accurately with high quality minutes

15 Thu
1/2 day

Covering

55

28 Wed
1 day

Perfect your presentation skills

4

Manage projects like a pro

We are currently planning our 2019 portfolio of dates, if you have any suggestions
on what we should include to refresh our offering or want to become part of the
training delivery team, drop a note with your suggestions to training@agcc.co.uk
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The Chamber’s Unlocking Oil & Gas
Opportunities in Africa event attracted
international business delegations,
as well as speakers including John
Howell MP, trade envoy for Nigeria;
Neil Golding, head of oil and gas at the
EIC; and H.E Julius Peter Moto, High
Commissioner of Uganda

Graham McWilliam,

managing director, Glencraft

What does your company do that
others don’t?
Glencraft is an award-winning social
enterprise and manufacturer/supplier
of high quality mattresses and beds
serving both retail and commercial
customers. Every mattress is bespoke
and finished by hand with the highest
quality materials. Established in 1843,
we are proud to have served four
generations of the Royal Family. We
hold a Royal Warrant to HM The Queen,
one of only two UK-based companies in
our sector. We currently have 40 staff,
80% of whom are disadvantaged in
some way.

What are the most pressing
challenges that your industry
sector faces today and why?

YOUR CHANCE TO JOIN AN EXCLUSIVE CLUB OF CORPORATE SPONSORS AND DEMONSTRATE YOUR SUPPORT OF A UNIQUE CULTURAL OFFERING FOR THE NORTH-EAST

For more information, please contact:
Charlotte Farmer, Public Giving Campaign Manager,
Aberdeen Performing Arts
T 01224 337643
E charlotte.farmer@aberdeenperformingarts.com
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In recent times, there has been a huge
influx of new entrants to the mattress
and bedding markets via on-line
platforms. They tend to have a huge
marketing presence in an effort to
convince potential customers of the
benefits of a mattress that comes in
a box. Of course, in the North-east of
Scotland, like many others, we were
severely affected by the downturn in the
oil and gas industry too.

Quick
fire
round

What is the hardest lesson you
have learned in your career to
date?

What was your first job?

That competition becomes fiercer in
difficult times. It’s the differentiators that
can set you apart from others.

When would you like to retire?

What is the most valuable piece
of business advice you have ever
received?
The real difference between cash and
profit – the latter is nice, the former is
vital.

What’s been your proudest career
achievement to date and why?
In 2015 Glencraft was recognised as
the Best Social Enterprise in the UK as
part of the UK Private Business Awards.
However, I think the move into luxury
products has been really satisfying and
I’m proud to have Rocco Forte Luxury
and The Caledonian Sleeper trains
amongst those acknowledging the
benefit of our luxury mattresses.

Paper boy

We set a five year plan, two years
ago…

What did you have for breakfast?
Porridge with raisins

Who, or what, inspires you?
My wife and daughters, they are
amazing

What’s the last book you read /
film you saw?
The Tattooist of Auschwitz by Heather
Morris

If you could make one thing
happen tomorrow that would
benefit North-east Scotland, what
would it be?
It’s been said before but Union Street
is in desperate need of a make-over.
I managed to avoid it when showing
overseas visitors around recently but it’s
sad to see it as it is today.
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Prince Charles opens
Balmoral Centre
HRH The Prince Charles, Duke of Rothesay, has
officially opened Balmoral Offshore Engineering’s
(BOE) subsea test facility in Aberdeen.
BOE, an Aberdeen-based provider of deepwater
buoyancy, insulation and elastomer products
welcomed His Royal Highness and more than
100 guests to the Balmoral Subsea Test Centre
to celebrate the conclusion of its two-year £20m
investment project.
Jim Milne, chairman and managing director of
Balmoral, personally took charge of the project
and said at the launch: “I am immensely proud
of the facility and am hugely grateful to my
colleagues and subcontractors who have worked
extremely hard to create this facility in what is our
38th year of operations.
“Balmoral products, all of which are designed,
manufactured and tested here in Aberdeen, can
be found on every significant deepwater project
around the world – from the Gulf of Mexico to
South America, West Africa and, closer to home,
West of Shetland and the Norwegian sector of
the North Sea.”

SUPPORTING LEARNING AND PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT FOR OUR INDUSTRY
Iqarus recently launched the Offshore Medic Training
Programme, as part of the Iqarus Academy, to help
develop the critical skills and capabilities of medics
looking to work offshore.
For the industry at large, sourcing medics is increasingly a
major challenge; conversely, we know there are many general
medics keen to get into the industry, however, the price of
retraining or upskilling is often prohibitively expensive. We
realised that we could play an important role in developing
medics’ knowledge, while at the same time become a key
change agent.
Since Occupational Health delivery is a core part of our
business, serving thousands of patients annually, we
believe we are best-placed to support and train medics
entering the industry.
The programme is open to all qualified medics who would
like to join (or rejoin) the offshore medical community,
including trained nurses, paramedics and ex-military
medical personnel.

On successful completion of the programme, we are
able to integrate medics with the doctors who currently
work with our Topside and Diving teams; we train them
in our own Medic Standing Orders which they would use
offshore; we support them in our bespoke offshore health
and emergency management application, the upgraded
Salesforce Medics Online (V2).
Furthermore, we ensure that medics entering the
programme are provided with not only the necessary
training for an offshore environment, but also the
required certificates and an assigned mentor to support
them in transitioning to an offshore role.
In essence, we commit to providing each medic with the
start they need to gain valuable offshore experience as
part of our wider team of medics.
For more information on the Iqarus Academy, or to
request additional information on the programme,
please reach out to our support team.

New European
heliport alliance
THE SIX largest heliports in Europe launched the North
Sea Heliports Alliance (NSHA) at the recent WindEnergy
conference in Hamburg.
Aberdeen International Airport is the busiest heliport in the
world and forms the NSHA with colleagues from Emden,
Esbjerg, Humberside, Avinor Stavanger and Den Helder
airports.
The group’s objective is to become a platform for the
heliports to assist national governments, the energy sector
and port organisations to develop sustainable helicopter
services for the offshore wind industry. The role of the
NSHA is also to prepare the oil and gas industry for the
impending roll-out of offshore wind projects.

Prince Charles officially opens the Balmoral Subsea
Test Centre with Jim Milne

Texas award for NUART
THE International Downtown Association has recognised
Aberdeen Inspired at its 64th Annual Conference and
Tradeshow in San Antonio, Texas, with the Downtown
Achievement Award of Excellence for its work and
initiatives related to Nuart Aberdeen 2018.
The Award of Excellence acknowledges an excellent
response to an industry challenge and exceeds the jury
criteria. The multi-award winning Nuart Aberdeen, which
plays host to international artists every April who use
the walls of Aberdeen’s city centre as their canvas for
world class street art murals and art installations, was
among 22 qualified entries in the category of Events and
Programming. This category features programmes and
events which improved the image and vitality of the city
centre.

Martin Stubbs, head of aerodrome operations at Aberdeen
International Airport said: “The offshore wind market
presents the energy industry with a new, but exciting
challenge. This will require efficient helicopter services and
expertise, not only for the construction of offshore wind
farms over the next 15 years, but also for a vision on the
long-term maintenance and supply strategies. There is a
clear energy transition into offshore wind.
“We hope that the NSHA can make a real difference, by
sharing knowledge, best practice and expertise among the
group, for the good of the energy sector.”

e: iqacademy@iqarus.com
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t: 01224 669 000

www.iqarus.com
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Acumen wins national title

Tidy Green Cleans up

North-east charity
kicks off year-long
anniversary celebrations
A CHARITY which supports adults with learning
disabilities and additional support needs has
kicked off a year of celebrations to mark its 30th
anniversary.

30th birthday Inspire

Aberdeen Art Gallery to host
major exhibition

The Acumen team collecting their award

ACUMEN Financial Planning has been awarded the title of Accredited
Financial Planning Firm of the Year at the Chartered Institute for
Securities and Investment (CISI) awards ceremony in Birmingham.

ABERDEEN Art Gallery has been announced as a host for the
biggest touring exhibition of contemporary art in the UK.
Aberdeen will be the only Scottish city to host the British Art Show
9 when it tours in 2020/21. It will open in Manchester in 2020 before
moving to Wolverhampton, Aberdeen and Plymouth.

The independent financial planning firm, which has its head office
in Westhill, was commended for its strong impact on the financial
planning profession and cited as ambassadors for the profession.
Along with some of the leading firms in the UK Acumen Financial
Planning was judged on its business performance, innovation and
service excellence.
Director Keith Mackie said: “It is testament to the whole team at that
this is the second time in three years that we have received this award
underlining that we focus on our clients’ needs whilst delivering a
financial planning service that is second to none.”

Aberdeen’s universities to work
with Mexico
THE NORTH-east of Scotland is set for an international boost, as its
universities have been named as two of only four European institutions
to be chosen by the Mexican Government to work in collaboration
with Mexican universities to address the future needs of the country’s
energy sector.
SENER (Mexico’s Secretary of Energy) last month announced that
Robert Gordon University (RGU) and the University of Aberdeen
will join Imperial College London and the IFP School in France as the
selected universities.
Mexico has a longstanding track-record as one of the world’s leading
hydrocarbon producing countries and its government is looking to
make strides towards closing a skills gap over the next 30 years, with
many of the challenges being highlighted in a skills development
framework developed by RGU.
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GC managing director, Andrew Alleway and
franchisee, Anita Warpechowska
AS IT continues to roll out its innovative franchise
model, Scottish commercial cleaning company
Tidy Green Clean (TGC) has reported a turnover
of £1.4m during the first half of the current
financial year – a 100% increase on the same
period last year.
Within those results, the company’s first master
franchisee, servicing from Aberdeen to Montrose,
has increased annual turnover in the area by
275%.
TGC co-founder and managing director Andrew
Alleway attributes the success to the company’s
culture of investment in staff: “The traditional
commercial cleaning company is liable to work
on an impersonal basis, with a high turnover
of staff and little contact between the service
provider and client” he said.
“TGC has flipped this on its head; a robust
strategy of investment in our 100 staff through
training and support, an unwavering commitment
to the Living Wage and the provision of highestquality, environmentally friendly products and
equipment, are all central to our ethos.”

Staged every five years by Hayward Gallery Touring, more than
300,000 visitors attended across four venues from 2015-17.
It is the first touring exhibition to be announced as preparations for
the reopening of Aberdeen Art Gallery in 2019 continue.

Aberdeen-headquartered Inspire started life
as Partnership Housing in 1988 then became
Partnership before adopting its current name
in 2006. Service provision began in 1990
when three people moved from Aberdeen’s
Woodlands Hospital into its new home in
Fonthill Terrace. Today more than 300 adults
are supported thanks to a range of initiatives in
Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire, Moray and Angus.
Most recently, Inspire has significantly increased
its presence in Aberdeen by becoming the
provider for established services at Manor Walk
and Donald Dewar Court, and has expanded
outwith its traditional area to support individuals
in Angus for the first time.
To mark the start of its 30th birthday
celebrations, Inspire recently held a special
birthday party for corporate supporters, long
serving staff and local authority representatives.
Also in attendance were people who benefit
directly from the services offered, some of whom
have been supported by the charity for more
than 25 years.

EVERYONE NEEDS TO BE PAID.
WE MAKE IT HAPPEN, WHEREVER YOU ARE.
activTechnology

Global Payroll

Global Mobility

Audit & Compliance

International Payroll
Payments Solution

System Integrations

Workday Global
Payroll Cloud Partner
For more information visit

www.activpayroll.com
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Sweetest summer on record
for Mackie’s

Top Tweets
A month in social media
Andrew Bowie MP
@AndrewBowieMP

Brilliant evening last night celebrating
the fantastic businesses & the people
behind them here in the North-east.
Thanks to @MacphieUK for the
invite, congrats to all the winners
and nominees and huge well done
@chambertalk for organising it &
continually championing our region.

LUXURY ice cream was the nation’s choice of sweet treat
over the summer months with Scotland’s leading brand
breaking its 30+ year record for sales and production.
Mackie’s of Scotland has reported a total of 3,647,534 litres
of ice cream sold over the summer quarter – enough to fill
almost one and a half Olympic-sized swimming pools.
With approximately 10 scoops per litre, Mackie’s summer
sales equate to over 36 million scoops – or portions – or
about 1.8 billion licks!
While temperatures rose around the country, fans of
Mackie’s stocked up on the luxury ice cream – with its
traditional flavour reported to still be the most popular.
Mackie’s is not only enjoying sweet sales at home, but
is expecting to see huge success in exports this year,
particularly to the Asian market.
The ice cream is shipped in specialised 40-foot refrigerated
containers to countries like Taiwan and Korea, with almost
20,000 tubs leaving the Mackie’s farm most weeks.
Stuart added: “Despite the obvious ongoing challenges
of exporting ice cream, like specialised transportation,
Mackie’s is thriving. Both Taiwan and Korea upped their
orders significantly at the beginning of the Summer, with
our traditional flavour being most in demand. We couldn’t
ask for better results – success both at home and overseas.”

INTERNATIONAL UPDATE
NOVEMBER 2018

derren mcrae
@derrenm

£1.7bn of recently completed
projects and a further £8.4bn of
infrastructure projects committed.
Exciting times for the North-east of
Scotland. Excellent piece of work by
@chambertalk @EY_Scotland
@DerekLeith_EY #AGCC
#Aberdeen #Aberdeenshire
#Abzolutely
Aberdeen
City & Shire
Investment Tracker:
Telling the story of a
renaissance region

Safety first
by Claire Forbes,

managing consultant,
Response Consultants UK
Limited

TRAVELLING to unstable or hostile
environments overseas for work
can be a daunting prospect but the
transit to and from can actually be
the most dangerous part.
I have travelled all over the world for
work, been collected from airports in
armoured cars, escorted by security
personnel, seen machetes being
sold on the side of the street and
stayed in secure compounds but I’m
always prepared for any foreseeable
problems, including if something
went wrong whilst travelling alone, for
example, illness.
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John Shaw
@AGCC_John

Great meeting out in sunny Inverurie
this morning with @gariochsports –
welcome aboard to @chambertalk !
#wellconnected

Most of the time when travelling to a
new country, our client will provide
an ‘in-country pack’ which provides
advice on security, food, logistics,
religious observances, suitable
attire (one client even provided
me with a mobile phone on arrival
with pre-programmed numbers for
their country manager and security
manager) but there is seldom
information on what to do if something
happens during transit.
Being an emergency response
consultancy we have our own plans in
place should something ever happen
when our consultants are travelling.
This was especially close to home
when the Rio to Paris Air France flight
447 crashed mid-Atlantic in 2009 as
I had been on the exact same flight
three weeks earlier.
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Join the
conversation
@chambertalk

In March 2016, we received a call from
an organisation requesting advice
and training on what to do in the
event they had personnel missing
or injured in transit to their worksite.
This was two days after the bombing
of Brussels airport. Fortunately their
personnel were uninjured but the
attack made the company realise they
were unprepared.
In my experience companies who
operate in hostile environments
are well prepared and have robust
procedures in place to mitigate all risks
and respond to all eventualities incountry. They may not, however, have
trained all relevant personnel on these
procedures. Individuals who regularly
work in these countries gain essential
local knowledge and mostly stay out
of trouble. Whilst most accountability
lies with the employing company, it’s
my belief individuals must take some
responsibility for their own safety and
wellbeing.

company which had already identified
the risks and were taking action
to ensure staff were trained and
prepared.
All employees travelling within the
UK or overseas should provide their
itinerary, flight and hotel details,
copy of their passport and next-ofkin information to a central point
within the office before setting-off.
Furthermore, consideration should be
given to providing an information card
or keyring for employees to carry that
has emergency contact information
for the employer that first responders/
medical personnel can easily identify.
I keep a laminated card with my
passport explaining that I am travelling
for business and this is who to contact
in the event of an emergency.

I was recently working in London,
specifically on the subject of tracking
personnel in the event of a terrorist
attack/protestor action/train
derailment/other cause, anything that
could prevent our client’s personnel
from reaching their offices. Our client
had already invested in software for
notification purposes, which could also
be used for alerting and tracking. It
was gratifying to see such a proactive
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6

November
23 Fri

6 Tue
ABZolutely Aberdeen: a Vanguard Conference
12.30pm-5.30pm One year on from the inaugural Vanguard
Conference, this event will look at the plans
that have been put in motion by the groups of
volunteers working towards creating a bright
future for the Aberdeen City Region. Join us to
hear from a panel of inspirational speakers who will
share their insights and experiences of working on
transformational projects; and hear updates on the
work the Vanguard teams have been doing across
three main project themes: tourism, city centre and
regional narrative.

15 Thu

The return of the Vanguard Conference

8am-4.30pm

21
21 Wed
11.45am-2pm

21 Wed
11.45am-2pm

11.45am-2pm

27 Tue
6pm-7.30pm

Maximise Your Membership FREE
Are you using your Chamber membership to its
fullest? Discover all the benefits available to your
business at this event.
A taste of hospitality: parent, pupil and teacher
information evening FREE
DYW and the Aberdeen City and Shire Hotels
Association (ACSHA) host an information evening for
parents, teachers and pupils aims to grow knowledge
of the vast employment opportunities available in the
hospitality industry.

6

December

Annual Employment Law Conference 2018
Employment lawyers Burness Paull LLP and
Pinsent Masons LLP are gearing up to deliver
your essential employment law update. Suited
to all businesses and sectors, this conference
promises key information to better prepare your
businesses for the changing trends and polices
in HR.

The HOW2 Conference
Get your business up to speed with the changing
trends in social media, branding, SEO and how to
evolve your pitch with the art of storytelling. This
inaugural conference brings together 12 seminars to
help your business soar through 2019.

6 Thu
10am-4pm

Extracting opportunities in Norway
Could Norway be home to your next business
break? Speakers from Anderson Anderson & Brown
LLP, Norwegian British Chamber of Commerce and
Womble Bond Dickinson LLP attend to showcase
the opportunities and services waiting to aid your
businesses efforts in Norway.
Shire Connections: Fisheries
Our next Shire Connections looks under the sea
to review the changing fisheries industry and the
impacts those working in the sector face.

13 Thu
11.45am-2pm

We Mean Business
Jennifer Craw of Opportunity North East and
Aberdeen Harbour Board’s Michelle Handforth look at
their professional journeys to date and what the word
diversity means to them at the final We Mean Business
of the year.

14 Fri
10am-12pm

Christmas Connections
Tie off 2018 with your final Chamber event of the year.
Gather with other Chamber members to enjoy some
mince pies and festive networking activities to grow
your network.

SAVE THE DATE
22 Thu
8am-10am

Could your business crack Norway?

Speed Networking
Where can you gain over 10 connections all before
10am? Our final Speed Networking of the year
moves to a morning slot and aims to give your
network an ultimate boost.

Thanks to our sponsors

Tourism Conference 2019

SAVE THE DATE

Tourism Conference 2019

PASSENGER

CHECK IN

ARRIVAL TIME

9.00am
DEPARTURE TIME

5.00pm

The
conference

The inaugural How2 conference
is coming...
AB
DN

VisitAberdeenshire

AB
DN

VisitAberdeenshire

A.Bdn

Save the date for the return of VisitAberdeenshire Tourism
MAR 20
9.00am
Conference 2019. Book your
place
at this sell out, full day conference
VisitAberdeenshire
to gain your insight into key movements and the future of our
Tourism Conference
budding tourism industry.Princpal sponsor
2019
CHECK IN

MAR 20

27

TIME

DESTINATION

Check in

March 20, 2019
Destination

Aberdeen

For the full listings visit www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events
twitter.com/print_signage

instagram.com/compass_print/

Follow us on Twitter & Instagram
Print

Signage

Exhibitions & display

Promotional gifts

Sponsored by I 01224 875987 I e: info@compassprint.co.uk
www.compassprint.co.uk
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Karen Davidson

Daniel McAteer

Jim Cormack

Morgan Rees

Kerry Boyle

Vivien Bisset

Kelly Davidson

Patrycja Linka

Brodies LLP has appointed
Karen Davidson to partner
in its corporate tax and
incentives team. Having
trained and practiced as
a lawyer specialising in
mergers and acquisitions,
Karen turned her focus
to tax two years after
qualifying. She has spent the
last two years as a director
working with a number of
high-profile clients.

RDS, KCA Deutag’s global
provider of engineering
and design solutions to the
energy and infrastructure
sectors, has appointed
Daniel McAteer as its head
of brownfield. Reporting
directly to RDS, senior vice
president Albert Allan, Daniel
re-joins KCA Deutag having
worked for the company
between 2005 and 2009.

Pinsent Masons’ partner
Jim Cormack has been
appointed Queen’s Counsel
by Her Majesty the Queen
on the recommendation
of the First Minister. Mr
Cormack, a commercial
litigation specialist with a
focus on technology, IP
and banking, has been a
partner with McGrigors
and successor firm Pinsent
Masons since 2001.

Restrata has appointed
Morgan Rees in the newly
created role of global head
of monitoring and response.
He will be responsible for
evolving the business by
introducing new products
and expanding its service
offering globally. Morgan will
be based between both the
Aberdeen and Dubai offices.

DM Hall has appointed Kerry
Boyle as a business sales
agent. She will be based in
the firm’s Edinburgh office.
Kerry has a background
both in finance at Bank of
Scotland and in property
management and her
new role includes securing
business sales opportunities
for DM Hall’s surveying team
throughout Scotland.

Bank of Scotland, SME
Banking, has appointed
Vivien Bisset to join the team
covering Aberdeen and the
surrounding areas. Viv is
a commercial relationship
manager with extensive
experience in the SME
market and will be an asset
to our team. She looks after
a varied range of clients
and specialises in legal and
professional practices.

An Aberdeen headquartered
personnel specialist has
plans for global growth
with Scottish Enterprise
support to expand its client
services. Kelly Davidson has
joined the Prodrill team at
the Aberdeen HQ as new
client relationship executive,
supporting Drew Alexander,
client operations manager
and the team to support
customers recruitment
strategies.

Aberdeen-based visual
asset management and
digitalisation solutions
specialist, Return To Scene
Limited, has welcomed
knowledge transfer
partnership (KTP) associate
Patrycja Linka from Robert
Gordon University. She will be
involved in a two-year project
which will focus on the
development and translation
of the R2S software for the
global construction and
infrastructure industries.

Davor Saric

Kevin Reid

Jochen Schnadt

Russell Stevenson

Tendeka has appointed
Davor Saric as its new
technology director to help
deliver the company’s next
generation of disruptive
technologies. Davor
has more than 25 years’
experience in the oil and
gas sector. Phil Stone,
sub-Saharan business
development manager and
Keith Parrott, area manager
– South East Asia, have also
recently joined.

DM Hall has recruited
seasoned building surveyor,
Kevin Reid, who has joined
the firm’s Aberdeen office
as an associate. Kevin has
worked on a variety of
instructions/projects for
client companies including
Halliburton, First ScotRail,
Hammerson and ASCo as
well as a range of smaller
local clients.

Jochen Schnadt, formerly
chief commercial officer, has
been appointed managing
director of flybmi. He
replaces Tim Shattock, who
joined flybmi as interim
managing director earlier
this year to assist with a
restructure and long-term
succession plan. Malcolm
Sutherland has also been
appointed chief operations
officer.

The Oil & Gas Technology
Centre has appointed Russell
Stevenson as industrial
director. He will lead the
creation of two new national
research and development
centres and work closely
with principal academic
partners to establish the
two centres, focused on
decommissioning and
subsea engineering.

Blackadders trainees
Blackadders has welcomed a new intake of trainee solicitors
to the firm: Andrew Shaw, Rachel Crighton, Kasia Thomson,
Lesley Shand, Millie Crocker and Stephen Annis.
Managing partner Johnston Clark said: “Our trainees are
an integral part of Blackadders’ long-term success and our
training programme provides them with a strong foundation
on which to build a career in the legal profession.”

Susan Barclay, Julia Catto, Kieran Taylor and
Madelynne Stephen
Four new positions have been created to help meet
increased client demand and deliver exceptional client
servicing at Gary Walker & Co Wealth Management. Susan
Barclay takes up the newly created role of practice manager;
Julia Catto takes on the position of events and marketing
executive; Kieran Taylor is a graduate of the St. James’s Place
Academy and has been recruited to add to Gary Walker &
Co’s growing team of financial consultants and Madelynne
Stephen moves into the newly created role of financial
administrator.

01224 327 000

Recruitment Challenges Solved
RECRUITMENT RECRUITMENT
EXECUTIVE SELECTION
EXECUTIVE SELECTION
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thorpemolloy.com

PSYCHOMETRIC ASSESSMENT

SAL ARY BENCHMARKING

MARKET MAPPING
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Chamber - join our cause update
NOVEMBER 2018

When the opportunity to change the way we do things arose, we invited like-minded people to join our cause. The result
is a raft of new appointments and promotions across the Chamber. We’d like to introduce you to some members of our
new team:
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Girts Greiskalns

Shane Taylor

Mary Holland

Angus Turner

Girts Greiskalns has
been appointed head of
international trade at the
Chamber. An experienced
professional and founder of
business advisory company
Grekons Ltd, he has a
demonstrated history of
working in the organisation
management of international
trade, influencing business
regulatory environment
and investment climate.
He brings experience
in business planning,
international relations and
market research to the team.

Shane Taylor, an experienced
business intelligence and
research professional,
joins as senior policy and
government affairs executive
within the newly formed
policy team. Shane has
been supporting businesses
at a national level through
Scottish Chambers of
Commerce since 2017,
and prior to that provided
market insight as part of
the UK’s largest marketing
website.

Veteran membership
network manager Mary
Holland has taken on the
new role of Chamber
head of skills and director
of Developing the Young
Workforce North East
Scotland. She will be
responsible for leading DYW
as it continues to connect
employers with their future
pipeline of talent; and
enhancing the Chamber’s
constantly evolving training
provision.

Angus joined the Chamber
in September as business
development manager.
Responsible for overseeing
members working in the
creative sector, he is also
leading on media sales for
the Business Bulletin. With
a background in film, media
and journalism studies,
he was previously a PR
consultant working with a
wide range of clients across
the region.

Stuart Morrison

Michelle Walker

Louise Norrie

Katy Currie

Stuart Morrison is the latest
addition to our research
team where he will be
working on a range of
projects across various
sectors. After graduating
with an MA (Hons) in History
he worked for a specialist
market research agency,
providing research services
to major technology vendors
around the world; and is
a member of the Market
Research Society.

Michelle Walker joins
as marketing and
communications executive.
After graduating with a
BA(Hons) in Management
from RGU in 2014, she
returned in 2017 to study
a MSc in Digital Marketing.
She joins the Chamber
after managing the digital
communications for Deeside
distillery Esker Spirits, as well
as working as a freelance
social media and marketing
consultant.

Louise joined the Chamber
after studying for a HND
in Photography at NESCol.
On completion of a Digital
Marketing Apprenticeship
she has been appointed
communications assistant,
responsible for managing
the Chamber website and
members news stories; as
well as increasing our video
and digital content.

Katy joined the Chamber as
finance team lead in August.
She had previously held the
role of financial controller at
ATR Solutions and before
that worked in finance
positions at FirstBus and
ScottishPower Renewables.
Katy is also an accredited
chartered accountant
(ICAS).
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